HYDRA-GRENE

- A Powerful Partner for the Industry
Quality products and recognized brands

Danfoss

As a Danfoss Sales & Service Partner, Hydra has in-house specialists. We offer PLUS +1 ® programming and flexible delivery of Orbit motors, piston pumps, PVG proportional valves and control devices - your total supplier.

Casappa

Innovative pump solutions since 1952 combined with competent technical support from Hydra makes Casappa your safe choice.

Atos

Atos is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of components and systems for electrical hydraulics which integrate hydraulics with electronics, designed to improve service in modern machines.

Reggiana Reduttori

As a Reggiana Reduttori Sales & Service Partner, Hydra has extensive competence and experience in negative brakes and planetary, helical and bevel gears.

FASTER

Hydra stocks a wide range of quick couplings from FASTER, designed for industrial applications in accordance with the respective ISO standards.

Gates

GATES - one of the world’s leading manufacturers of hydraulic hoses and couplings. Our experience is your safety.

JTEKT

As a JTEKT-HPI distributor Hydra offers the market’s widest product range of mini power packs from 0.3-17 l/min. Large stock and modularity enable short delivery times for both single pieces and large series.
Hydra webshop

- Broad product range
- View accessories and spare parts
- Search technical product information
- Print own shelf labels
- Optional favourite lists
- Check availability
- Options for bar code catalogues
- Delivery status via SMS or email
- Possible direct order upload.
- Ordering 24-7

Accumulators, hydraulic
Cylinders
Miscellaneous items
Electrical parts
Filters
Flanges
Industrial hoses
Quick couplings
Machines and tools
Motors
Oil coolers
Seals
Powerpacks and oil tanks
Pumps
Pipe and hose clamps
Line parts
Hose couplings
Hoses
Test- and measuring devices
Transmission parts
Valves
Fleksibilitet - kompetence - kvalitet

**Hose production:**
Highly experienced, competent operators combined with efficient and flexible machines ensure hose assemblies at the highest level of quality and lowest total cost.

**In-house manifold production:**
With the latest technology in CNC machinery, robots and in-house thermal deburring, Hydra offers individually designed hydraulic valve manifolds with cost-efficient production to fit perfectly with our customers’ machines or equipment. In this way, our customers have access to competent employees coupled with modern and highly efficient production – together we can find the right solution.

From our own hydraulic workshop, we deliver complete valve manifolds, mounted and tested in accordance with customer specifications.

**Customised tube bending:**
6 to 42 mm hydraulic tubes formed in accordance to customer specifications on CNC bending machines. With our in-house 3D tube scanner, we are able to produce an exact copy of a specific tube. This saves time and ensures consistency and accuracy from prototype to series production. The tubes can be delivered complete mounted with end fittings, cleaned and plugged – ready for use.

**Hydraulic power packs:**
Hydra has a full product and performance range in both standard and customised hydraulic power packs to suit any industrial application - wherever flexibility matters.

Highly competent technicians design the systems as per customer specifications. Assembly is carried out in our own workshop. All hydraulic power packs are function and performance tested and delivered with complete technical documentation.

Hydra offers the market’s shortest lead time for hydraulic power packs.
Proven Technology

Know-how and experience:
Hydra has built up a strong team of experienced and well-educated hydraulic experts. Our company has more than 35 years’ experience in the design and dimensioning of hydraulic systems combined with in-depth product knowledge, making Hydra a strong partner and your safe choice.

Plus+1® programming:
Hydra delivers the safest and most effective hydraulic solutions on the market. As your Appointed Sales & Service Partner, Hydra offers in-house PLUS+1® software programming, which ensures optimum machine control. At Hydra we offer you a complete solution, guaranteeing that you will receive complete compatibility and optimal service.

R&D and customised solutions:
Hydra has a long track record in developing customised hydraulic solutions in close cooperation with our clients. Hydra is well-known for flexibility, functionality and reliability. Contact our hydraulic experts for your next hydraulic assignment that requires technical expertise and advice.

Quality in focus:
As a customer of Hydra you are safe; with well-documented work processes and systems, we strive towards 0 defects.
Full dedication and commitment to the day-to-day work combined with continuous improvement is Hydra’s foundation for Safety, Quality Assurance, the Work Environment and External Environment. Simply stated, our goal is perfection.

Hydra-Grene A/S is DS/EN ISO 9001 certified.
World-Class Service

The market’s highest level of service:
At Hydra we take pride in having the broadest range of hydraulic components and systems available anywhere on the market. Choosing Hydra as a supplier guarantees you the strongest partner in the industry. From our hydraulic stock, which includes more than 40,000 active part numbers, we deliver overnight country-wide if the order is placed before 4:30 pm and same day in selected areas of Denmark provided we receive your purchase order before 10:00 am. Hydra’s exceptional logistics solutions minimise the need for storage capacity at our customers’ premises, resulting in reduced inventory costs.

East and west:
Our main location in SKJERN houses our central warehouse, distribution centre and workshop for series production. This includes in-house manifold production, thermal deburring, hose and tube production, assembly hall for hydraulic power units, valves and manifolds. At our GREVE location we stock products mainly for service jobs on Zealand. Our workshop is set up for smaller production batches and special assignments.

Customised kits:
In close cooperation with OEM customers Hydra has developed a highly efficient KIT-CONCEPT, a total solution which ensures quality, on-time delivery and ultimately the lowest total cost. With the Hydra KIT-CONCEPT, shipments are packed to match the exact demand generated at the customer’s production line. Hydra performs full QC and marks the kits with barcodes ready for direct delivery at the customer’s specific production cell. The Hydra KIT-CONCEPT minimises errors, reduces handling and inventory costs.